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Executive Summary

Restoring Volcano Country is the Gifford Pinchot Task Force’s vision for the future management of the 1.3 million acre Gifford Pinchot National Forest (GPNF) in southwest Washington. The GPNF stretches from the Columbia River Gorge on the south to Mount Rainier National Park on the north and includes Mount St. Helens on the west and about half of Mount Adams on the east. The GPNF’s varied landscape ranges from icy Cascade peaks to majestic lowland ancient forest cedar groves and stunning wildflower meadows.

The GPNF is home to a diversity of plant and animal species, many of which are rare, sensitive, or threatened with extinction. The GPNF is also a crucial ecological link between the wildlands of the north (Mount Rainier, Snoqualmie, and Mount Baker areas) and south (Mount Hood), and the Gifford Pinchot shares a long, contiguous border on the east with the Yakama Nation’s 1.2 million acre reservation.

Decades of unsustainable logging and excessive road building on the GPNF have fragmented forest habitat and muddied creeks and rivers – playing a major role in pushing species such as the spotted owl and salmon toward extinction.

Yet the tide is shifting in the Northwest, and most federal forestland managers are now moving away from controversial and biologically-destructive projects like ancient forest and roadless area logging. Instead, federal lands managers are finding that diverse public interests are united in their support for restoration of our public lands that returns wildlife to the woods and helps support the revitalization of our region’s rural communities.

As this exciting shift begins to take root on the Gifford Pinchot National Forest and across the region, we have an opportunity to focus our restoration efforts and design a strategic restoration program that meets both the challenges and opportunities we will face over the coming decades.

Restoring Volcano Country outlines priority areas for implementing restoration activities over the next twenty years, such as forest thinning and road removal, and calls for management policy changes. It’s implementation will require collaboration with diverse interests, new partnerships, creativity, and the ability to adapt as new information or tools become available. The Gifford Pinchot Task Force (GP Task Force) is excited to turn this vision into reality by implementing restoration work to create stable, family-wage forest jobs that will lead to streams thriving with salmon, unbroken expanses of ancient forests teeming with diverse wildlife, and wolves once again howling in the woods.

Restoring Volcano Country is organized into sixteen chapters that describe our approach to: reviving our region’s rural communities, protecting existing high quality habitat, restoring forest health, combating invasive species, improving water quality and fish habitat, restoring wolf habitat, enlarging roadless areas, prioritizing restoration work, and changing management policies. Appendices outline and illustrate the methods and results of our analysis.

The restoration work outlined in Restoring Volcano Country will return native fish and wildlife to the woods and creeks while providing high quality work in the woods for local rural communities.
A quiet but dramatic shift is taking root across the Northwest—a shift away from controversial ancient forest and roadless area logging toward restoration of our degraded public forestlands. The 1.3 million acre Gifford Pinchot National Forest (GPNF) is nestled in the heart of volcano country—between Mount Rainer, Mount St. Helens, and Mount Adams. Pristine pockets of ancient forest stretch between and through the GPNF’s seven wilderness areas and vast roadless areas like the Dark Divide and the big Lava Beds. The GPNF is home to 51 documented or suspected threatened, endangered, or sensitive plant species, 24 threatened, endangered, or sensitive animal species, and a host of rare and more common wildlife ranging from jumping slugs and ensatina salamanders to coyotes, deer, songbirds, and hawks. The GPNF is a captivating pocket of the Northwest—the perfect place for a demonstration of how Northwest forests can be restored to provide for both biological diversity and rural community vitality.

While the GPNF still harbors a great richness of biodiversity, it was a workhorse during the heyday of logging in the 1980s. Logging of over 600 million board feet a year during its peak—that’s about 1,200,000 log trucks—and the construction of more than 4,000 miles of road to facilitate logging severely fragmented and degraded both the forests and the creeks and rivers. This fast and furious logging played a significant role in pushing species such as salmon, steelhead, and the spotted owl to the brink of extinction and has resulted in the loss of the majority of the GPNF’s original ancient forests. Yet we now have an incredible opportunity to turn this history into a story of hope and recovery.

A quiet but dramatic shift is taking root across the Northwest—a shift away from controversial ancient forest and roadless area logging toward restoration of our degraded public forestlands. Restoring Volcano Country complements this shift by laying out a thoughtful, strategic, twenty-year restoration plan that creates rural forest jobs while returning fish and wildlife to the Northwest’s woods.

Unfortunately, over the past decade, the Forest Service has experienced a steep reduction in the staff and funding they need to plan and implement restoration work (or any other work!). The GPNF’s overall budget has plummeted 61% since 1992, and it has lost 75% of its full-time employees in that same period. Until our country’s priorities are back on track, the Forest Service will need the support of external partners like the GP Task Force to successfully restore degraded and fragmented habitats and provide local, family-wage forest jobs.

The vision for the GPNF outlined in Restoring Volcano Country provides a road map for strategically enhancing wildlife habitat, restoring watersheds, improving overall ecosystem health, and creating family-wage jobs in the woods.

Perhaps most importantly, however, this vision lays a solid foundation of hope for a return to healthy and abundant salmon runs in our streams, large contiguous blocks of ancient forest thriving with wildlife, watersheds that harbor magnificent top predators, and local family-wage jobs in the woods that help revitalize our rural, forest-dependent communities. By working hard and working together, we can effectively implement this vision on the ground.

Rural communities near the GPNF, such as Randle and Packwood, rely heavily on federal forestlands for their economic and social health. However, unsustainable logging practices, increased mechanization, increased competition from other regions and countries, and increased protections for threatened and endangered species led to a steep and rapid decline in logging related jobs in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The loss of these communities’ main source of quality jobs has had numerous additional impacts: the loss of doctors and pharmacies, the closure of local schools, the out-migration of youth, and drug and alcohol problems.

Rural communities near the GPNF struggle daily to cope with these socioeconomic challenges, and the GP Task Force’s restoration plan will help develop healthy and thriving rural communities that have the capacity to engage in the types of restoration work that will be needed in the woods. Many skilled forest workers have already left these communities, and if the restoration of the GPNF is to be successful, we need to encourage and support the development and stability of local restoration businesses that can skillfully thin young, dense stands; remove high impact, unnecessary roads; place wood in streams to restore aquatic habitat; and eradicate non-native invasive species.

Collaboration between diverse interests will be critical to effectively advancing both forest ecosystem restoration and rural community revitalization. Collaboration moves diverse and sometimes bitter and angry interest groups beyond the black and white battles that dominated forest management in the recent past. Collaboration is not a quick and easy solution. It requires a great deal of time and patience from every-
The GP Task Force’s restoration plan will help develop healthy and thriving rural communities that have the capacity to engage in the types of restoration work that will be needed in the woods.

one including forest workers, conservationists and the Forest Service. But the results are well worth the investment: long-term agreement for collectively moving forward to restore the region’s public lands.

Congress has a role to play in the success of collaborative restoration as well, and congressional leaders need to make funding for restoration work a priority. In recent years, the Forest Service budget line items that support this work have been reduced to dangerously low levels. A dramatic shift toward more funding for collaboration and restoration is now needed. For example, the Forest Service estimates that it needs several billion dollars nationwide to maintain existing roads, replace culverts, and decommission old roads; on the GPNF there is $50 million plus road maintenance backlog. In addition, the Forest Service’s budget should be allocated based on measures that truly reflect restoration and other public values. For example, national forests should receive incentives to collaborate with the public and restore the most important habitats instead of receiving money based on how many board feet they plan to log.

Beyond the collaboration and restoration budget line items, Congress should also fund the Secure Rural Schools Act and programs similar to the Economic Action Program. The Secure Rural Schools Act was established to end a perverse incentive that encouraged unsustainable logging. Before the Secure Rural Schools Act, counties were paid a percentage of logging receipts for any logging that took place on federal lands within county lines. For a county like Skamania, with 80% of its land in federal ownership, these timber receipts were a primary funding source for basic county services like schools, road maintenance and search and rescue. The Secure Rural Schools Act decoupled county funding from logging levels and instead offered counties set revenue based on a formula created in the Act. Unfortunately, the Act expired after six years. Plans for long-term reauthorization are currently being debated in Congress. The Economic Action Program provided grants and technical assistance to rural communities for economic development and strategic planning and should be re-funded.

In addition to Congressional funding, collaborative restoration can be supported in part through stewardship contracting. Stewardship contracting was passed by Congress in 2002 and granted the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management more flexibility in how they arrange restoration contracts. Stewardship contracting makes restoration more affordable and more adaptable to local capacity and conditions by allowing the Forest Service to credit contractors for the restoration work they accomplish as part of what would normally be a more expensive project. Stewardship contracting also enables the Forest Service to select contractors based on a variety of qualities in addition to the price of their bid. For example, stewardship contracts are rated on the quality of the proposal, the contractor’s past work, and benefits to the local community. Stewardship contracting should continue to be honed and adapted on the GPNF to implement collaborative restoration work.

The ability to get necessary restoration work done on the Gifford Pinchot National Forest depends in part on a skilled workforce in the area prepared to do the work. The Forest Guild created the map in Figure 2 of community capacity in an effort to measure the ability of local communities to respond to changes and opportunities in national forest management in the area. High capacity communities tend to be more resilient and able to respond to ever-changing natural and political circumstances. On the map, communities with greater capacity are represented by yellow and green colors associated with the higher number ratings, whereas communities with less capacity are represented by orange and red colors associated with lower number ratings. While the community capacity index is not a perfect measure, we offer it as a starting point from which to build a realistic model of local communities’ ability to adapt, support and benefit from changes in national forest management.
Preserving Our Natural Heritage

While a great need for restoration work exists on the GPNF, there is also a network of healthy and productive areas which provide excellent habitat that need to be preserved. Protecting important biological refuges is the foundation of a solid restoration plan.

Ancient forests provide long-term, stable habitat that is essential for a great number of species. The northern spotted owl, marbled murrelet, American marten, and fisher are just a few of the species that are heavily dependent on habitats associated with ancient forests. In fact, over 1,000 terrestrial species not including insects and spiders are closely associated with ancient forest habitat.

Ancient forest habitat is generally defined as structurally diverse forest with a patchy multi-storied canopy with trees of varied ages, large living trees, large standing dead trees (snags) and down woody debris (dead and decaying trees on the forest floor), and species and functional processes that are representative of the potential natural community.

While ancient forests are defined by these specific characteristics, for the purposes of this analysis the GP Task Force used the simplistic but much more practical criteria of forest stands 175 years and older to identify ancient forest habitat (see Figure 3). Forest stands 175 years and older are most likely to contain ancient forest characteristics. Scientists used this definitive criterion when creating the NW Forest Plan - the federal plan created in an attempt to save the spotted owl from extinction.

Federal agencies estimate that of the 24.3 million acres covered by the Northwest Forest Plan, less than 35 percent are comprised of mature and ancient forests. Much of the rest is heavily fragmented by roads and clear-cuts. With so little of the original ancient forest habitat remaining, species such as the northern spotted owl and marbled murrelet are threatened with extinction. Remaining ancient forest stands on the GPNF are therefore of great ecological importance and should be excluded from logging, road building, and other harmful activities.

While stands 175 years and older provide ancient forest habitat, mature stands – approximately 80 to 174 years of age - also provide important forest habitat (see Figure 3). These mature stands have begun to develop some of the structural characteristics associated with ancient forest habitat but have not yet fully developed into a structurally diverse forest. Some management activity such as snag creation may be justified in younger mature forest stands that are dense, have been previously logged, and are lacking in structural diversity. However, the vast majority of mature forest stands should be left to age and develop naturally and would not benefit from active intervention.

Unprotected mature and ancient forests can often be found in roadless areas, but this is only one of the many ecological benefits of roadless areas. Roadless areas are divided into two politically constructed categories – inventoried roadless areas are wildlands identified by the Forest Service that are greater than 5,000 acres in size or are additions to existing wilderness areas, whereas un inventoried roadless areas are wildlands never identified and mapped by the US Forest Service that are greater than 1,000 acres in size (see Figure 4). Both types of roadless areas serve as important refuges for plant and wildlife species and provide a source of clean, cool water for fish and municipal water supplies.

Roads can be extremely destructive to forest ecosystems, and there are over 4,000 miles of roads on the GPNF alone. These roads fragment forest habitat, act as a barrier to migrating fish and wildlife, deliver large amounts of smothering sediment to streams, and facilitate human activity such as off-road vehicle use that can disturb wildlife, introduce invasive species and start wildfires. Remaining roadless areas, therefore, are of great ecological value, especially for species that are known to require isolation from humans such as the wolverine or wolf and those requiring clean water such as salmon. Remaining roadless areas deserve to be protected.

To create a solid foundation for restoration on the GPNF, no new roads, temporary or otherwise, should be built in existing roadless areas; and no management activity that compromises the refugia role of roadless areas should be allowed to occur.

Past management efforts have attempted to protect mature and ancient forests as well as roadless areas. The Northwest Forest Plan, developed under the direction of the Clinton Administration in 1994, intended to protect important forest habitat while also allowing for traditional timber harvest. As such, the plan zoned federal forests within the habitat range of the spotted owl into lands managed for traditional timber harvest and lands managed for ancient forest dependent species. Unfortunately, the plan left nearly half of the GPNF’s remaining mature and ancient forest unprotected in areas to be managed for traditional timber harvest, and portions of the land meant to serve as habitat for ancient forest species were nothing more than young, re-growing clear-cuts. The Northwest Forest Plan’s value lies in the significant and strategic decision to manage federal forestlands with the landscape scale in mind - critical for the recovery of not only owls but also wolves, salmon and a host of other native species. While the Plan left key areas unprotected, it has been an important step in the right direction for the Forest Service.

The 2001 Roadless Area Conservation Rule protected the remaining inventoried roadless areas across the country from most development threats. This rule was developed after a lengthy public participation process that generated millions of comments in support of roadless area protection. President George W. Bush, after coming into office in 2001, quickly set about revising the rule to gut protections for roadless areas. In the fall of 2006, a federal court determined that President Bush illegally overturned the roadless rule and reinstated it, providing protection once again to the nation’s inventoried roadless areas. But the future remains uncertain, and the issue has yet to be fully resolved.

If we set to finally protect remaining mature and ancient forests and roadless areas, we will be able to look to the future with more confidence that we can successfully restore the biodiversity and resilience of our forests and watersheds.
Figure 3  Mature & Ancient Forest
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Figure 4  Roadless Areas
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Diverse interests agree that restoring stands like this can both create local economic benefit and improve wildlife habitat.

Photo by Emily Platt

Thinning dense, young plantation stands will improve wildlife habitat and increase habitat connectivity across the forest.

The GP Task Force has prioritized dense young plantation stands (previous clear-cut forests) for thinning in order to facilitate the creation of ancient forest characteristics which will improve wildlife habitat and increase habitat connectivity across the forest. If we act to thin these prioritized plantation stands and when necessary encourage a diversity of tree species through underplanting, we will be able to improve plant and wildlife habitat and create stable jobs in the woods at the same time.

After clear-cutting ancient forests, the common practice was to densely replant with Douglas-fir trees. While this approach grows trees for logging quickly, it precludes the development of natural forest habitat features such as large trees, varied tree species, different ages of trees, and a healthy shrub and plant layer. When these forests were clear-cut, all of the standing dead trees, or snags, were cut as well. These snags offer essential habitat to many forest dwellers, including a variety of woodpeckers. Decades of these outdated management techniques have left the GPNF with many timber plantations low in biodiversity and habitat values.

Unlike natural forests, plantations are monotonous and offer relatively little habitat. Natural forests are messy with many different plants and layers while dense timber plantations often do not allow enough light to reach the forest floor, resulting in a lack of plants and shrubs growing on the forest floor. One would be hard pressed to find bunchberry, wild lilies or wild roses in a dense plantation stand. The lack of adequate light also means that there will not be enough cover for some wildlife species to hide from predators and there will be a prolonged absence of a second canopy layer. Densely packed trees also compete with each other for water, nutrients, and sunlight, resulting in small, slow-growing trees. Sometimes these plantations are so densely-packed with trees that it is virtually impossible for humans or animals to walk through them.

Moreover, a dense forest with just one species of tree like Douglas-fir is generally more susceptible to insect and disease outbreaks. Deciduous trees like maples and other conifers such as cedars serve important ecological functions but are scarce in plantations.

The latest science has begun to show that careful and strategic thinning of these young plantations can help improve wildlife habitat by more quickly developing ancient forest characteristics. Plantation thinning projects which create structural diversity, accelerate tree growth, encourage multiple tree species, establish standing dead trees and downed logs, and return scattered light to the forest floor can help create more ecologically healthy forests. As this science is still young a precautionary approach should be taken, and careful monitoring will be essential.

The GP Task Force prioritized plantation stands that:

- are 30-57 years of age,
- have not been withdrawn from timber harvest (i.e. not in wilderness or administratively withdrawn areas),
- have not been precommercially thinned,
- are below 4,000 feet, and
- are within priority subwatersheds.

Priority subwatersheds were selected based on a number of considerations such as areas zoned as ancient forest reserves and areas where young stands are interspersed among blocks of ancient forests (see Figures 5 and 6). The prioritized stands for thinning total more than 110,000 acres. Thinning these dense, young plantation stands will improve wildlife habitat and increase habitat connectivity across the forest.

Thinning dense, young plantation stands will improve wildlife habitat and increase habitat connectivity across the forest.

Diverse interests agree that restoring stands like this can both create local economic benefit and improve wildlife habitat.

Photo by Emily Platt

Thinning dense, young plantation stands will improve wildlife habitat and increase habitat connectivity across the forest.
Figure 5  Priority Subwatersheds for Thinning
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Figure 6  Priority Plantation Stands for Thinning
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Years of fire suppression by state and federal agencies have resulted in unnatural conditions in forests that evolved with wildfires. Some of these forests could benefit from thinning and/or prescribed fire as a first step toward reestablishing a natural fire cycle.

Drier forests, predominately found on the east side of the Cascade Range, depend upon frequent low and moderate intensity fires to maintain their health and natural composition. For example, some lodgepole pines require fire to release its seed. With decades of aggressive fire suppression and unsustainable logging, however, these forests have become uncharacteristically dense and some have developed insect and disease problems as a result. These forests are at a greater risk of experiencing large, high intensity fires rather than the historic, less intense natural fires that tended to thin out the smaller trees and burn in a mosaic pattern, leaving large fire resistant trees and some areas entirely untouched.

Thinning the small trees that have established since the misguided practice of fire exclusion began and/or reintroducing low intensity prescribed fire can help to restore the ecological conditions and processes with which these forests evolved.

A small pocket of the drier forest type exists in the southeastern corner of the GPNF, and the GP Task Force has mapped this drier forest pocket along with the subwater-sheds in which the vast majority of this habitat type occurs (see Figures 7 and 8). Thinning small diameter trees from some of the forest stands in these subwater-sheds and then reintroducing fire could help restore wildlife habitat and critical ecological processes. Of course, it may not make sense to thin in some of these areas due to stand conditions and ecological concerns.

A precautionary approach is particularly important in this realm because species such as the spotted owl have come to depend on the unnaturally dense vegetation in some of these drier forest stands. While spotted owl may not have used such marginal habitat in the past, the same habitat could now be important for the owl’s survival. The decision of where to actively manage drier forest stands is best made on a case by case basis.

This drier eastside GPNF stand was recently thinned to restore historical conditions and the forest’s natural resilience.

Photo by Jay McLaughlin
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Figure 7 Drier Forest Type
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Highly conservative estimates show 30,000 acres of GPNF lands infested with at least 35 invasive plant species. Invasive species pose a significant threat to the health of the Gifford Pinchot’s forests, lakes, and rivers. Invasive species can displace native plants; reduce wildlife habitat and forage; impact threatened, endangered, and sensitive species; increase soil erosion; reduce water quality; and reduce soil productivity. In addition, invasive species spread easily and rapidly, making control very difficult. These invasive species need to be eradicated or controlled in order to maintain healthy ecosystems and native fish, plant and wildlife populations.

Japanese knotweed is one example of an incredibly problematic invasive weed. It grows in riparian areas and spreads rapidly along scoured shores and islands. The plant shades out other riparian species, reducing forage for wildlife, stream shade, and the supply of woody debris to the stream. Japanese knotweed, if left untreated, can harm critical salmon habitat. Japanese knotweed crowds out native species that are better able to shield the soil from rain, leading to increased soil erosion and sediment delivery to streams during intense winter rains. Moreover, Japanese knotweed consumes disproportionately large amounts of water, reducing water levels in streams for all aquatic species.

Another ubiquitous example of a local invasive species problem is Scotch broom. This plant was brought to our country because of its beautiful yellow flowers and, ironically, to rehabilitate disturbed areas. However, Scotch broom now displaces endless miles of wildflower habitat in the Columbia River Gorge alone. This plant has also established itself on the edges of the Mount St. Helens blast zone. If Scotch broom continues to spread, it will further reduce the diversity of native species and harm the unique ecosystems of the Gifford Pinchot National Forest.

Weeding Out Invasive Species

Figure 8

Drier Forests Priority Subwatersheds
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GP Task Force and Forest Service staff and volunteers work together to remove Scotch broom from the edge of Mount St. Helens fragile blast zone.

Photo by Brent Foster
broom were to overtake the volcano’s blast zone, some of our country’s best research opportunities on recovering fragile habitats and natural regeneration following volcanic activity would be destroyed.

Invasive animals are also a problem on the GPNF but are not as well documented or understood. Non-native slugs and the bullfrog, for example, may be displacing native species and disrupting ecosystem functions. Unfortunately, there is not currently enough data on invasive animals, so they were not factored in to this restoration plan. We hope to be able to incorporate this aspect of restoration in the future.

For our analysis of non-native species on the GPNF, the GP Task Force mapped and prioritized U.S. Forest Service data on invasive plant species infestations and the subwatersheds in which they can be found (see Figures 9 and 10).

Invasive plants must be treated aggressively on the GPNF if we are to halt their steady growth. Invasive plant treatment should incorporate a variety of techniques including hand pulling, biological controls, and the careful and extremely selective use of herbicides. Biological controls are a concern because of potential impacts to natural insect communities and the ecosystems in which they are found, and herbicide use is a concern because of its potential impact to wildlife and water quality.

It is also important to note that invasive species populations can quickly grow and spread, causing exponential impacts to native ecosystems and quickly spiraling beyond the reach of already-reduced Forest Service budgets. Quick and decisive action should be taken immediately to slow the growth and spread of invasive plants. Priority areas may also quickly change as invasive populations grow, spread, or are newly introduced or eradicated, so flexibility is important in prioritizing this work. Public involvement in the reporting and mapping of invasive species populations will also be key, again because of the current lack of Forest Service capacity for this work; there are only two botanists for the entire 1.3 million acre Gifford Pinchot National Forest.

Invasive species need to be eradicated or controlled in order to maintain healthy ecosystems and native fish, plant and wildlife populations.
When Roads Fail

Over 4,000 miles of roads crisscrossing the GPNF’s forests and creeks have created many restoration opportunities on the forest. The GP Task Force envisions a cooperative approach to road removal so that essential roads accessing the forest can be retained while unnecessary roads having a disproportionately large impact on watersheds and wildlife are removed. Moreover, local communities will benefit because removing roads requires a highly skilled workforce that is paid family-wages.

One concern is a road’s impact on water quality and fish species. Roads have many impacts on fish and water quality that can be modified or eliminated. For example, roads cut into hillsides interrupt the natural flow of ground water. As anyone who has been on an old logging road in the rain knows, rather than gradually being filtered through the soil to nearby creeks, the rain spills onto the surface of a road or side ditches and rushes toward creeks, picking up gravel and soil along the way. Instead of the natural gradual seep, this sudden pulse of sediment-laden water scourcs stream channels, buries fish eggs, and reduces the land’s natural water storage capacity.

Moreover, roads were sometimes built on unstable slopes which contribute to road failures during periods of extended precipitation or runoff. Inadequate water drainage systems and a lack of routine maintenance of the roads can also lead to road failure during winter storms. When roads fail they can damage stream channels and dump tons of dirt and debris into streams, destroying fish habitat and raising stream temperatures.

Roads built in riparian areas (areas immediately adjacent to the banks of streams, rivers, and other water bodies) reduce the amount of forest area providing shade to streams, resulting in higher stream temperatures. Riparian roads also reduce the number of trees falling into streams which provide essential nutrients and habitat.
The proximity of a road to a stream also increases the likelihood that the road will deliver sediment to the stream.

In addition to contributing to road failure, inadequate road culverts can block fish migration from many miles of suitable stream habitat. With many species of salmon and steelhead on the brink of extinction, it is important that existing suitable stream habitat be accessible for these species. Restoration opportunities exist to remove problem culverts through road obliteration projects or to replace them with culverts that do not contribute to road failure or block fish migration.

While some of the roads on the GPNF are necessary for access to and passage through the National Forest, many of the GPNF’s 4,000 miles of road are excessive, unnecessary, and too expensive to maintain. Some roads need to be removed to eliminate their aquatic impacts. (We focus on additional roads impacting wildlife habitat in a later section.) Decommissioning a road involves removing the road and associated culverts and, in some instances, recontouring the road bed so that its slope is consistent with the existing hillside.

Removing high impact and unnecessary roads will have the added benefit of reducing the Forest Service’s road maintenance backlog. In 2005, there was an estimated $50 million (and growing) backlog in road maintenance on the GPNF that the Forest Service simply does not have the capacity to address, and bad winter storm years can increase the figure substantially. For example, the storms in 2006 caused $17 million in damage to roads, trails and campgrounds, and the available funds to address storm damage will not come close to meeting this need.

Using the Forest Service’s roads analysis data, the GP Task Force selected non-major road segments that have a high aquatic impact as priority road segments for decommissioning (see Figures 11 and 12). The subwatersheds in which these road segments are located were selected as priority areas for aquatic restoration road decommissioning (see Figure 13). By removing roads we will create family-wage jobs, improve water quality and stream habitat, reduce maintenance costs, save taxpayer dollars, and allow the Forest Service to focus road maintenance dollars on the roads that are used and needed in the GPNF.
Figure 12: Non-Major Roads with High Aquatic Impact
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- Non-Major Roads with High Aquatic Impact

Figure 13: Priority Subwatersheds for Aquatic Road Decommissioning
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- Congressionally Withdrawn Areas
- Priority Subwatersheds for Aquatic Road Decommissioning
In order to achieve restoration on the GPNF, a concerted effort is needed to return large fallen trees to streams and rivers and to grow large trees alongside streams and rivers to provide shade and serve as a source of future fallen trees. This requires the protection of riparian areas and may include limited active management of some riparian areas to ensure future availability of such trees. Direct placement of large logs in streams or nutrient enhancement efforts will also be important components of restoration projects.

Trees serve important ecological functions for riparian areas, streams and rivers. Fallen trees in streams slow and redirect the flow of water which in turn reduces channel erosion and also creates back pools that provide important habitat for fish species such as young salmon and steelhead. Fallen trees also shade the water, providing cooler water temperatures for aquatic species. Fallen trees that maintain their branches or create debris jams in the water provide cover for fish species to hide from predators. As the trees decay, they deliver nutrients to the water that are then utilized by aquatic species. Fallen trees in riparian areas provide habitat for riparian dependent species and also serve to slow flood waters, trap sediment during floods, and provide stream habitat when streams change course during a flood.

Fallen trees in streams and rivers also provide habitat for land-based species. For example, birds use the fallen trees as a perch, other animals use fallen trees to cross swift moving streams, and beavers use fallen trees for dens.

In addition, trees growing alongside streams and rivers shade the water. Without these trees, water temperatures can rise and become lethal to fish and other aquatic species or impair their growth. These trees also drop leaf litter and small branches into the stream which supply important nutrients to the water.

The ecological functions of fallen trees in streams and rivers, however, have not always been understood, and in the past such fallen trees were seen as unwanted debris. The Forest Service once instructed that fallen trees be cleared from streams following logging operations. This practice, combined with clear-cut logging operations that reduced the amount of large trees available to one day fall into a stream or river, has left many streams and rivers unnaturally devoid of fallen trees.

The GP Task Force identified stream segments that have very high water temperatures or are otherwise considered by the Forest Service to be priority streams for restoration work such as wood placement or riparian enhancement. The subwatersheds in which these stream segments are located were selected as priority subwatersheds for in-stream or riparian enhancement restoration work (see Figure 14). By returning large trees to waterways and allowing trees to grow large alongside streams and rivers, we can provide essential habitat for aquatic and land-based species.
While recovery of healthy wolf populations requires restoration on a geographic scale much larger than the GPNF, restoring wolf habitat on the Gifford Pinchot will contribute a crucial link between the wildlands of the north and south Cascades that will help lay the foundation for the return of healthy wolf populations to Oregon and Washington.

Conservation biologists have increasingly come to recognize that the recovery of predator species is integral to restoring ecosystem health. Predators provide a top-down regulation of ecosystems and are excellent indicators of overall ecosystem health.

The return of wolves in Yellowstone National Park, for example, helped keep elk herds in check which in turn reduced grazing on aspen, willow, and other streamside vegetation which had been in decline. Streamside vegetation provides food for beaver, so with its return beaver populations rebounded and began building natural dams that created new habitat for valued trout populations. The recovery of the wolf is having a cascading beneficial impact on the Yellowstone ecosystem as a whole.

Similar ecological benefits would result from wolf recovery on the GPNF.

Wolves need three essentials to survive. They require relatively gentle terrain, an adequate prey population consisting mostly of deer and elk, and freedom from human interference. The GPNF has an adequate supply of terrain and prey, but to recover the wolf we must address freedom from human interference.

Providing wolves with the freedom from human interference will require a commitment from the public to find productive ways to co-exist with predator species. It will also require increasing the land area in which human activity is permitted.
minimized. The most effective way to accomplish this is to reduce road densities in key wolf habitat.

The GP Task Force identified non-major roads in priority wolf habitat on the GPNF that are suitable for road decommissioning or winter closure to recover the wolf (see Figure 15). The subwatersheds these roads are located in were selected as priority areas for wolf recovery (see Figure 16). Roads should either be removed in these subwatersheds or closed in the winter until there is less than one open road mile per square mile, a density best suited for wolf recovery.

Wolf recovery is about more than just science and ecological restoration. Wolf recovery also revolves around politics, and wolf recovery is still a highly charged, contentious issue in the Northwest. The GP Task Force looks forward to designing strategies and solutions that restore wolves to the Cascades while building support for this exciting work at the local level.

By removing roads in priority wolf habitat we can create family-wage forest work and wildlands that invite the wolf to return to Volcano Country.

Tracking Wildlife

While predator recovery is an important component of ecological restoration, the GPNF currently does not have an adequate system in place to confirm or monitor rare predator populations on the forest. To adequately plan for and restore predator populations, reliable information about their movements and habitat use is vital. Our restoration plan calls for public involvement in establishing a functioning rare predator documentation system as an integral part of predator recovery on the GPNF.
Often the ecological benefits of roadless areas are positively correlated with the size and diversity of the roadless area. Therefore, while it is essential that remaining roadless areas be protected, it is also important to expand the size of roadless areas.

Large blocks of roadless areas serve as an important refuge for wildlife, including species threatened with extinction. If we are to recover many of these threatened species, we will need to protect existing roadless areas and in many cases make them larger.

Roads often impede the movement of wildlife and large blocks of areas without roads can provide necessary habitat connectivity. Roadless areas are also places where wildlife can exist without negative human interference. Moreover, roadless areas limit biologically damaging activities such as clear-cut logging and other developments, and they often provide a source of clear, cold water for fish species and drinking water supplies.

Often the ecological benefits of roadless areas are positively correlated with the size and diversity of the roadless area. Therefore, while it is essential that remaining roadless areas be protected, it is also important to expand the size of roadless areas.

Roadless areas, for example, are particularly important to species which do not cope well with human activity, such as the wolf or wolverine. In 2006, the Yakama Nation reported a confirmed sighting of a wolverine on the east side of Mount Adams. The wolverine’s large range implies use of the GPNF as habitat as well. While wolverines are one of the least understood animals in North America, it is known that they are among the least tolerant of human activity and therefore require large blocks of remote and roadless areas. Wolverines are rare and have been considered for possible listing as a threatened species; it is exciting to have the opportunity to restore their populations to the GPNF.

Removing roads with an eye toward creating larger blocks of roadless areas will help to decrease the current fragmentation of forest habitat on the GPNF and further benefit ecosystem recovery. The GP Task Force restoration plan therefore identifies roads that, if removed, would significantly increase the size of large roadless areas (see Figure 17). The subwatersheds in which these roads are found were then selected as priority areas for the enlargement of roadless areas in the GPNF (see Figure 18).

Expanding Wildlands
While opportunities for restoration work abound on the GPNF, there are limited resources to get the work done. The GP Task Force has highlighted priority forest stands for thinning, priority roads for removal, priority streams for restoration, and priority areas for invasive species eradication.

These combined restoration needs could seem overwhelming given limited resources so the GP Task Force identified subwatersheds where priority restoration tasks overlapped, and we mapped subwatersheds based on the number of priority restoration tasks located within each of them (see Figure 19). Subwatershed rankings range from a high of 6 priority restoration activities located within them to a low of 1. For example, the Buck Creek subwatershed is ranked 6 because there are six high priority restoration tasks in this subwatershed: thinning to enhance ancient forest characteristics, invasive species eradication, aquatic restoration through road removal, stream restoration through wood placement and riparian enhancement, wolf recovery, and creating larger roadless areas through road removal. The Headwaters of Trout Lake Creek subwatershed was ranked 1 because it was selected as a high priority area solely for enhancing ancient forest characteristics.

While such mapping will not prioritize individual restoration tasks, it will indicate where the Forest Service and the public will get the most restoration benefit for its investment in a particular subwatershed. Focusing work in key watersheds can also save money and staff time by limiting the amount of area where planning work, surveys and project preparation needs to occur.
**Recommended Policy Changes**

The restoration outlined thus far requires specific management activities which we have attempted to prioritize. However, some restoration is needed that does not call for active management but rather a change of management policy or enforcement of a policy. Suggested policy changes outlined below aim to protect and improve forest and aquatic ecosystems.

**Off-Road Vehicles**

Currently, off-road vehicles (ORVs) are not allowed on Forest Service roads due to state highway regulations but are allowed on certain designated trails (see Figure 20). ORV use is also occurring on certain trails on which they are not permitted. These permitted and unpermitted trails access roadless areas, including the Gifford Pinchot’s largest roadless area, the Dark Divide. ORV trails also crisscross one of the GPNF’s largest wetland complexes just north of Indian Heaven Wilderness.

ORVs have a number of impacts on the land. ORVs can take people into remote wildlife habitat areas. Snowmobiles, for example, have been shown to negatively impact the reclusive wolverine. ORV noise, moreover, can disturb wildlife and other recreationists; their exhaust creates air pollution, and their tracks - with the exception of snowmobiles - tear up soil and destroy trailside vegetation. Such impacts are not appropriate in roadless areas that serve as refugia for wildlife, in areas where threatened and endangered species are present, in sensitive wetland habitats, or in areas set aside to provide ancient forest habitat.

The ecological impacts of ORV use require greater attention from the Forest Service and greater enforcement of existing rules. Action is needed to minimize ORV impacts on forest ecosystems, which will require a net reduction in the number of trail miles open to ORV use, especially in sensitive habitats.

**Backcountry Horse Riding**

Backcountry horse riding has a strong historical connection with our national forests and provides an excellent way for people to access the interior of wildernesses (see Figure 21). However, horse use is having a negative impact on some pond, lake, and streamside vegetation as well as some sensitive high elevation plants. Moreover, horse manure can be found polluting wilderness streams and can facilitate the spread of invasive plants. More careful enforcement of current policies and greater protections during spring and early summer months when sensitive vegetation is more vulnerable to impact could go a long way towards resolving these issues. Reducing horse use in impacted areas and the education of horse riders on responsible ways to enjoy their national forestlands could help protect alpine and riparian resources and reduce the risk of spreading invasive plants. Finally, stewardship or restoration opportunities exist to construct more bridge crossings over streams on popular horse trails to minimize negative impacts.
Cattle Grazing

There are three grazing allotments on the GPNF. These allotments allow for livestock grazing on federal forestland. There are currently two active allotments, the 30,000 acre Ice Caves allotment with up to 200 cow/calf pairs allowed to graze during summer months, and the Mount Adams allotment with 512 cow/calf pairs (see Figure 22).

Grazing along streambanks for a short time can decimate streamside vegetation and cause streambanks to collapse, resulting in increased erosion, higher water temperatures, altered water flows, and impaired streamside and in-stream habitat. Resident trout are harmed by the resulting increased sediment and water temperatures and reduced cover and nutrients.

In the Ice Caves Grazing Allotment, resident trout are harmed by a small dam on Lost Creek that diverts water for cattle use. The dam is a migration barrier for resident trout and the water diversion results in water temperatures that exceed state water quality standards.

The Mardon skipper butterfly, which is listed as an endangered species in Washington State, is impacted by grazing on the Ice Caves Allotment as well. Cattle trample the Mardon skipper’s eggs/larvae in natural meadow grasses, and they eat both the larvae and the native grasses upon which the butterfly depends. Grazing also increases the population of invasive weeds which displace the natives on which the butterfly depends.

The Ice Caves Grazing Allotment is also one of the few places where Pale blue-eyed grass, a plant threatened with extinction, can be found. In fact, 80 percent of all Pale blue-eyed grass populations and the most genetically diverse site of the species can be found within the grazing allotment. One study found that grazing for a brief time with fewer than 25 cattle caused direct Pale blue-eyed grass mortality. Grazing also causes the grass to grow shorter, potentially reducing its ability to compete with some invasive weeds.

To construct exclusion fencing in the Ice Caves allotment, the Forest Service would need to spend close to $100,000 while it collects less than $10,000 in grazing fees. If the Forest Service instead decides to end grazing on the allotment, they would need to spend only $25,000 to remove existing fencing.

Given the impact cattle grazing has on streambanks, water quality, rare plant and wildlife species, and fragile ecosystems, and given the Forest’s Service’s extremely limited capacity to monitor a grazing program, we recommend the Forest Service work with people who have cattle allotments to find ways to move cattle grazing off national forest land.
There are numerous mining claims on the GPNF. Most of these mineral claims are either inactive or relatively small in size. A mine being proposed by General Moly, Inc. (GMI) of Lakewood, Colorado, however, is a whole different story.

GMI wants to lease approximately 900 acres of land in the Green River valley just north of Mount St. Helens from the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service. GMI intends to combine this lease with existing mineral claims to develop a 3,000 acre mine to extract copper, gold, silver, and molybdenum.

This proposed 3,000 acre mine would have potentially devastating consequences for municipal drinking water supplies, threatened fish species, wildlife, and popular recreation destinations.

Green River wild fish runs could be devastated by a chemical process resulting from mining activity, known as acid mine drainage, that would leach sulfuric acid and other toxic substances—such as cadmium and lead—into surrounding water bodies. Once this chemical process begins, it is nearly impossible to manage and it could persist for thousands of years.

Moreover, the mining company would construct a dam at the site to hold back stored waste material. The dam could easily fail given the fact that it is near Mount St. Helens which experienced hundreds of thousands of earthquakes over 2.0 on the Richter scale in 2005 alone. Dam failure could potentially cause a flash flood that would release many tons of toxic metals and other substances into the Green River. At least 20 miles of new road construction could also add smothering sediment to streams and rivers, burying fish spawning habitat.
Acid mine drainage and associated heavy metals released into the Green River would eventually flow downstream to the Cowlitz River where it could have serious implications for the drinking water supplies of communities such as Kelso and Longview. Agricultural water users could be ruined by contaminated water supplies as well.

The proposed mine would also impact recreation destinations such as hiking trails, popular lakes, and the Green River Horse Camp. The horse camp and many of the trails would likely be destroyed as a result of mine development, and what is not destroyed would be impacted by the movement of approximately 4,000 trucks transporting 80,000 tons of waste per day and the presence of dust laden with heavy metals created by mine activity. Mine development may also impact the groundwater, potentially dewatering streams and popular lakes in the area, such as Deadman’s Lake.

The mine development envisioned by GMI is dangerous to the communities, people, and wildlife which currently live near and recreate in the area. We encourage decision makers not to allow GMI to pursue its 3,000 acre mine. Instead, we would like to see local jobs created restoring the wild fish runs and forest habitats outlined by this restoration plan.

Special Forest Products

Over $979,000 worth of special forest products, such as boughs, huckleberries, and mushrooms, were removed for commercial and individual purposes from the GPNF in 2006. The removal of such forest products is a quickly growing industry and can provide important economic benefits to communities and to the Forest Service. However, the current program does not monitor harvest levels, locations, methods, or the positive or negative impacts of harvesting. Monitoring and analysis of the special forest products program should be developed and implemented as soon as possible. Findings should be used to address and refine the program to limit impacts and bolster stewardship opportunities.

The Gifford Pinchot is not an island. Its ecosystems and health are connected to and dependent on the state, tribal, and private land that surround it. Unfortunately, much of this land has been more heavily damaged by intensive logging and poor management than the GPNF. The GPNF serves as the core of our reserve of ancient forests, clean water, and biodiversity in southwest Washington, and it will continue to be central to the restoration of the region. But we must look beyond the borders of the national forest.

This restoration plan is only a beginning. As we accomplish the tasks set forth in this document and build our communities’ skills and capacity for restoration, we must also begin to integrate federal lands restoration with work on state, private, and tribal lands. Restoration on these lands will require different approaches and different expectations, but if we work together we can achieve restoration that transcends political boundaries and encompasses complete ecological communities.
R

oestoration on the GPNF will not occur with implementation of just one or a
few of the tasks and policy changes outlined in this document. Rather, 
restoration should encompass the entire suite of activities recommended.
Young, dense forest plantations should be thinned, roads should be removed, inva-
sive species eradicated, and ORV use properly managed. To create a place where 
healthy and abundant salmon thrive in our streams, large contiguous blocks of
ancient forests teeming with its dependent species are plentiful, magnificent top
predators have returned, and local family-wage jobs in the woods are reliable, we
must take a comprehensive approach and address each of the elements set forth in
this restoration plan.

Moreover, ensuring that this restoration plan becomes a reality will require
commitment, hard work, cooperation among multiple parties, and funding from
Congress. The GP Task Force will work with the Forest Service and local communi-
ties to build upon this vision and identify creative strategies for its implementation,
and we invite you to join us in making it a reality. Collaboration between the diverse
communities and interests of the GPNF will be essential as this restoration plan is
implemented on the ground and used as a practical tool to guide restoration on the
Gifford Pinchot.

Again, this restoration plan is just a beginning. The GP Task Force recognizes that
priorities have changed on the GPNF since the unsustainable logging practices of the
1980s, but resources are not yet adequate to support and develop the restoration
businesses, workers and on the ground work that is needed to implement this vision.
This vision was created to evolve with additional knowledge and input and will be
adjusted over time to reflect changing circumstances. This is a living document, a
roadmap with which to guide us as we restore Volcano Country.
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Appendix: Methodology

Table 1 – Indicators of community capacity identified from the literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Authors and Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Watkins 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>Niemi and Lee 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public assistance</td>
<td>Maxim et al. 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People needing assistance</td>
<td>Markey and Vodden 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Lynn and Gerlitz 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Buckland and Butterh 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>Goodwin et al. 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>King and MacGregor 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural diversity</td>
<td>Buckle et al. 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical infrastructure</td>
<td>Buckle et al. 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>King and MacGregor 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bringing the Benefits Home

Community capacity is the collective ability to manage the effects of disturbance and recover from disasters or more generally the “ability or potential to effect positive changes”. Communities with greater capacity are more stable and have a higher quality of life. Community capacity is constantly evolving and a community’s capacity will fluctuate as changes occur.

To create the index of community capacity map, the Forest Guild, a non-profit forestry organization, identified 10 elements of community capacity based on a preliminary assessment of community capacity in Cuba, NM. Then they examined the 17 reports and articles that dealt most specifically with the quantitative measurement of community capacity. Based on its review, the Forest Guild decided to focus on four facets of community capacity: social capital, human capital, financial capital, and political capital. However, for this report political capital was not able to be included. Forest Guild chose to exclude natural capital and built capital (physical infrastructure) because they are usually included in other planning processes. They also excluded elements such as “Cultural Capital” or “Values” which are particularly difficult to measure.

Based on its review of the literature, the Forest Guild determined the indicators that researchers used to measure each facet of community capacity. The indicators varied based on the scale of the study. For example, many of the communities in their study are too small to have bond ratings. They selected indicators for each of four facets of community capacity that were best supported by the literature and were accessible at the community scale.

Forest Guild chose three indicators to measure social capital. Many of the papers they reviewed focused on the increased vulnerability of the very young and the very old to disasters. They used the age dependency ratio (population < 15 years + population ≥ 64 years / population between 15 and 64 Maxim et al. 2001) where a low dependency ratio is indicative of greater community capacity. They calculated the dependency ratio using US Census data on population by age in Summary File Table P12. They also included the percent of the population with disabilities, because they might need extra assistance in an emergency (US Census SF3, P42). Percent of households headed by a single female parent (US Census SF1, P18) is an indicator designed to capture the increased vulnerability of women during emergencies as documented by Morrow (1999).

The three indicators Forest Guild used to measure human capital were education, employment, and ability to speak English well. Percent of the population with a high school diploma is an obvious measure of education while percent of the population employed is a direct measure of employment (US Census SF4, PCT79). Although many communities are multilingual, access to government resources and disaster response are facilitated by ability to speak English well. Therefore, they include the percent of the population that speaks English well or very well as an indicator of community capacity (US Census SF3, P19).

Forest Guild used both income and also percent of the community above the poverty line as indicators of financial capital (Census SF3, P90). Income is a common indicator of community capacity in studies at scales from local to international. Forest Guild combined the 8 indicators to create an Index of Community Capacity (ICC). The ICC is designed to integrate social, human, and financial capital into a single measure. Each of the 8 indicators is rescaled to a 1 to 10 scale, where 10 indicates high capacity and 1 indicates the most need for assistance. The indicators are scaled based on the range of values in the state. In other words, a scaled value of 10 represents a value in the top 10 percent of the range of values found in the state. The range of values is determined by the lowest and highest values identified in the state. Each of the indicators receives equal weight in the ICC to make the index more transparent and the results easier to interpret. However, in some cases an individual indicator is not available for a particular geography. In the case of missing data, this indicator is excluded from the composite ICC. The composite ICC value is the sum of all the indicators for a particular geographic location divided by the number of indicators. Therefore, missing values do not affect the ICC unless they are missing because they are unusually high or low, which is not the case with the Census data. Because the index is still in development the value of each of the indicators can be reviewed in addition to the composite index.

Forest Guild’s index of community capacity needs further research. The methodology described is tested and is offered as a starting place for continued discussions. Another area where research could improve the ICC is the mapping of community assets. Although US Census data often provide the framework for regional comparisons of communities, there are opportunities to improve the geographic depiction of small rural communities. The main unit of analysis was the Census Designated Place. A potential alternative to use of block group level data for communities not delineated as Census Designated Places is to use expert local knowledge to place each community on the ICC.

Preserving Our Natural Heritage

Mature and ancient forests were mapped using the Forest Service’s 2005 vegetation GIS data layer (GPVeg). As previously stated, the GP Task Force doesn’t define ancient and mature forest by age but by forest characteristics. However, age class was used as a practical way to map the approximate location of these stands. As more detailed information on these forest stands are gathered, implementation of the vision can be adapted.

In mapping mature stands, forest stands with a year of origin between 1832 and 1926 were selected to obtain stands 80 to 174 years of age. Ancient forest stands were mapped by selecting forest stands with a year of origin less than or equal to 1832 so as to obtain stands 174 years and older. Forest stands with a structure labeled as dry meadow/shrub, n/a, rock, rural/administrative, water, and wet/waives were removed as an un- certainty greater accuracy. A small number of stands identified as “Ancient Trees Present” on the map include young or mature stands with the presence of remnant old growth trees and non-forest or lightly forested areas with the presence of dis- persed old growth trees.

Roadless areas were mapped by combining the Forest Service’s roadless GIS data layer (see
In order to identify priority forest stands for thinning, subwatershed stands were selected as suitable habitat for many wildlife species. Priority subwatersheds were selected to establish core ancient forest habitat restoration areas that will complement existing core habitat areas such as wilderness areas and large blocks of existing forest and connectivity corridors between them. The core ancient forest restoration areas include the Wind River area, the area to the north and east of Indian Heaven Wilderness, the area to the east of the Mount St. Helens National Volcanic Monument, an area on the western border of Oat Rocks Wilderness, and an area north of Oat Rocks and William O. Douglas Wilderness.

Just as important as what was included is what was excluded when selecting priority subwatersheds. Congressionally and administratively withdrawn areas where commercial timber harvest is prohibited were excluded as were areas that consist predominantly of either mature or ancient forests. We also excluded areas that consist predominantly of young stands, including young naturally regenerated stands, and young stands located on the edge of a forested area that have a higher proportion of snags and down wood than the young stands in the selected priority stands. Some of these important characteristics of the stands that were excluded were due to the proximity of spotted owl nest sites with the hope that careful stand treatment would contribute to the expansion of owl habitat and habitat for other wildlife dependent on ancient forests.

The stands can be further prioritized by reducing the number of stands to be treated. Forest stands below certain ages, or those that have not been thinned recently, are selected as priority treatment areas because there are few nearby mature and ancient forest stands to serve as a source of plant and wildlife diversity for recolonization. Moreover, naturally regenerated young stands tend to have a higher proportion of snags and down wood than plantation stands and some of these important legacy features are likely to be damaged or destroyed during thinning operations. Finally, we dropped subwatersheds that had less than half of a selected priority stand located within them.

In implementing this vision, field reviews were conducted to determine if and where thinning of stands was feasible. As new information becomes available, it can easily be incorporated. There is currently no GIS data available for non-plant invasive species present on the GPNF. Therefore, a road segment was rated as having a high erosion risk if it transports more than 1000 cubic feet of sediment per mile is delivered to streams. Road segments were rated as having a moderate erosion risk if less than 1000 cubic feet of sediment per mile is delivered to streams. Road segments were rated as having a low erosion risk if less than 200 cubic feet of sediment per mile is delivered to streams. Road segments with no sediment delivery were rated as having a low erosion risk.

Weed Out Invasive Species

The Forest Service’s GIS data prepared for the Pacific Northwest Regional Invasive Plant Program Final Environmental Impact Statement was used to identify priority invasive weed infestation areas. While this data is not a complete inventory of infestation areas, it is the best data currently available. As new information becomes available, it can be easily incorporated. There is currently no GIS data available for non-plant invasive species present on the GPNF. Therefore, a road segment was rated as having a high erosion risk if it transports more than 1000 cubic feet of sediment per mile is delivered to streams. Road segments were rated as having a moderate erosion risk if less than 1000 cubic feet of sediment per mile is delivered to streams. Road segments were rated as having a low erosion risk if less than 200 cubic feet of sediment per mile is delivered to streams. Road segments with no sediment delivery were rated as having a low erosion risk.
Fish Passage Impacts
Road segments with a known culvert blocking fish passage were rated as having a high impact on fish passage. Road segments that cross a fish bearing stream in watersheds that did not have culverts surveyed or that had less than a tenth of a mile of upstream habitat available above the impassable fish barrier were rated as having a moderate fish passage impact. Road segments that do not have culverts impeding fish movement or do not cross a fish bearing stream were rated as having a low impact. Though culvert data are not considered totally reliable, it is the best data available at this time. As field reviews of various high priority restoration areas are implemented, all project area culverts should be assessed.

The following table shows the miles of roads in each category:

| Stream Flow | Road segments in subwatersheds with less than 20% of its area in forest where the streams were less than 8 inches in diameter and canopy closure was less than 70% (Aggregate Recovery Percentage less than 80) and where at least 30% of its area between 1500-3500 feet (Rain on Snow percentage greater than 30) were rated as having a high stream flow impact risk. Segments of road in subwatersheds with at least 10% of its area in forest where the streams were less than 8 inches in diameter and canopy closure was less than 70% (Aggregate Recovery Percentage less than 10 but greater than 80) or at least 20% of its area in forest where the streams were less than 8 inches in diameter and canopy closure was less than 70% (Aggregate Recovery Percentage less than 10 but greater than 80) and no more than 30% of its area between 1500-3500 feet (Rain on Snow less than 30) were rated as having a moderate stream flow impact risk. Read segments in subwatersheds with less than 10% of its area in forest where the streams are less than 8 inches in diameter and canopy closure is less than 70% (Aggregate Recovery Percentage greater than 90) were rated as having a low stream flow impact risk.

The overall aquatic risk rating of high, moderate or low for a road analysis segment was determined by the composite score of the individual ratings above with high = 3, moderate = 2, and low = 1 being assigned to each risk category. A composite score of 14-18 was assigned by the Forest Service for a high overall risk rating, a score of 10-13 was assigned a moderate risk, and a score of 6-9 was assigned a low risk. The following table shows the total miles of road in each overall aquatic risk rating.
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<th>Aquatic Risk</th>
<th>Miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>1249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>1954</td>
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<tr>
<td>Low</td>
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</tbody>
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